**Picket Panel Rail Section**

- Bolt locations for attaching picket panel must always be in next adjacent picket panel bay from end of sleeve members to allow for joint movement when sleeve members are present.

- Bolt locations for attaching picket panel must always be in next adjacent picket panel bay from end of sleeve members to allow for joint movement when sleeve members are present.

**Picket Panel Detail**

- Looking at back of picket panel.

**Picket End Panel Detail**

- Bolt locations for attaching picket panel must always be in next adjacent picket panel bay from end of sleeve members to allow for joint movement when sleeve members are present.

**Section C**

- For additional rail notes and details see Std. Dwg. No. SBR-OR42-PK.

**Railing Post Detail**

- Notes for additional rail notes and details see Std. Dwg. No. SBR-OR42-PK.